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Many businesses are beginning to prepare for their end-of-year �ling and may be
facing unique challenges due to the pandemic. For example, they may still be
operating remotely. Regardless of their size and situation, TaxBandits continues to
offer an e-�ling solution to �t their needs.

As an IRS authorized e-�le provider, www.TaxBandits.com has been offering
modernized IRS tax �lings for over a decade. This high level of experience shows in
the ef�ciency and ease of functionality within the application. The TaxBandits
application supports about 70 payroll and employment IRS Tax Forms in total,
including the crucial W-2, 1099s, 94x Series, ACA (1095) Forms, and 5498 Series.
Whether �ling with the IRS, SSA, or state agencies, TaxBandits provides features that
increase the speed and accuracy of �ling for organizations of any size. 

TaxBandits offers a seamless API solution for Payroll and Employment Tax e-�ling,
allowing clients to integrate their software to prepare and transmit tax forms.
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TaxBandits takes a multi-layered approach to data security, ensuring that each
client’s information is protected both at rest and while in transit. The utmost
measures are taken when it comes to securing the TaxBandits servers. TaxBandits is
both HackerProof and SOC2 Certi�ed. When it comes to API integrations, only
whitelisted servers are allowed access, thus ensuring the secure transfer of data. 

In regards to the upcoming tax season, TaxBandits CEO and Co-founder, Agie
Sundaram stated,“TaxBandits is a complete solution for businesses seeking to
simplify their year-end reporting. We are offering features and API solutions that are
advanced and streamlined beyond those of our competitors.”

SPAN Enterprises, the creator of www.TaxBandits.com, is a provider of e-�ling
applications, business management solutions, and for the transportation industry.
Located in the heart of downtown Rock Hill, South Carolina, SPAN proves that big
ideas can grow in a small town. With existing Business Management applications
such as TruckLogics, Unitwise, ACAwise, a complete ACA reporting software, and
PayWow, a full-service payroll provider, SPAN Enterprises is on the front lines of
innovative business solutions. Learn more at www.spanenterprises.com.
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